HELP OUR AUSTRALIAN TEAM TO DEFEND THE WORLD
TITLE
FlESCH, SWITZERLAND IN 1989
~ ~y buying

ne of thet e "AUSTRALIA, the WORLD CHAMPIONS" TShirts for $25 you will be helping boost the team fund for the next
Worlds.

The T-shirt is a top quality, "Hanes style, tube sleeve, ribbed neck,
100% cotton T-shirt with Julius Makk's excellent four colour design.
In addition you will get an "I helped the Australian Hang Gliding Team"
car sticker.
It costs a lot of money to send, accomodate, feed and train an eight
man team plus manager and the bigger the team fund, the better our
chances are of retaining our title.
Please send me __ 'AUSTRALlA, the WORLD CHAMPIONS' T-shirt(s) and car
sticker(s). I enclose cheque/money order for $ __ (Cheques payable to "Aust. Team
Fund"). Size (S,M,L,XL)_ _
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Postcode _ _ _ _ __
SEND TO: Australian Team T-shirt,
Unit 12130 Kalaroo Road

Redhead, 2290

SKYTECH INSTRUMENTS
PRESENTS

THE SKYTECH FLIGHTDECK
PULLED APEX PARACHUTES
• Long solid core type bridle (not tubular)
• Nylon (not Kevlar) suspension lines to reduce
shock-load
• V tabs to distribute load
• Drop tested to F.A.A. standards
• Safety lock storage system
• U.V. resistant deployment bag with separate
sequence line storage container
• Manufactured in U.S.A.

PRICE $450.00
Special price for Clubs
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P.O. BOX 180, HELENSBURGH
N.S.W.2508
PHONE (042) 94 2545
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FEATURES;
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•
•
•
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•
•

DIGITAL ALTIMETER, 10 rEET INCREMENTS TO 20,000 rEET
DUAL AANGE AUDIO UAAIO (800 FPM AND 1600 FPM )
DIGITAL AIRSPEED INDICATOR IN M. P.H
AIR TEMPERATURE DISPLAV
INTERNAL NICAD BATIERV WITH LOW BRTIERV UOLTAGE INDICATOR
12U CAA CHAAGER ANO 240U MAINS CHAAGER INClUOED
YOUR CHOICE OF LEFT OR RIGHT HAND UPRIGHT MOUNT (ROUND
OR AIRFOIL TUBING) OR SPEEDBAR MOUNT
STREAMLINEO CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTRUMENT CASE
DIRECT FACTORV SERUICE BACKUP READILV AUAILABLE
12 MONTH UNLI M ITED CROSS COUNTAV KM WAARANTV
MADE IN AUSTAALIA

PR ICE ; $785.00
CONTACT;
IAN REES AT SKYTECH INSTRUMENTS
54 ROVENA ROAD
MOORABBIN VIC.
PH. (03) 555 4810

Offl el 01. Pu blleatlon. ot. th e

Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris .)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(07) 2006194
See Gary Davie

Hang.Glldlng. Federatlon-of.AlIstralla

S

kysailor appears approx. 12 times per year
as a service to members. For non-menbers

living in Australia the subscription is Aus.$48 pa.
Overseas magazine subscription is Aus.$65
(sent SAL). Cheques should be made payable to
and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles, photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributer's name, address and
HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other contributions is vested in each of the authors in respect of
their contribution.

10th of the month for contributions which
are NOT print ready.
15th of the month for market place and
anything print ready.

For information about ratings, sites and other local
matters, contact the appropriate state association
or club.
NSWHGA Inc (address as for HGFA)
Sec. Vicki James
(02)4764848 H

South Coast Hang
Gliding Club (NSW)
Meetings: Shellharbour pub first Wed. of
month. Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388 W

ACTHGA
PO Box 496
Manuka, 2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

QldHGA Inc
Po Box 1319
Springwood, 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8211343

VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec, Warwick Duncan
(03) 8579732 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth, 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

Sydney HG Club
3rd Tues of month
Sports House,
7.30 pm
Bernie (02) 2512704

SAHGA
1 SturtSt
Adelaide, 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood, 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

N. Beaches HG Club
(Sydney)
Chris South
(02) 6358206

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584

Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Chris Brandon
(049)499072
Sec. Simon Plint
(049) 485401

Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should be
sent to :HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT
Phil Mathewson
Tel (02) 5608773 AH

ADMINISTRATOR
Bernie Baer
(02) 2512704 BH

Albury/Wodonga
Club
Tony Dennis
(060) 561654
Capricorn Skyriders
Club
Marcus Cooper
Rockhampton
(079) 274366 W
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay
Skysurfers
Ian Hird
(066) 847328

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Gary Morphett
(043) 846556
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Murray Williamson
(071) 459353
Goldfields Club (WA)
Jeff Phillips
(090) 216861
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By Neil Hardiman October 1988

On the 7th August I left Newcastle in my Airborne Trike, in an attempt to be the first to fly around
Australia in such a small machine. I have no ground support, very little money and above all a desire
to see the real Australia. I am approximately one quarter of the way around and so far I have seen the
most stunning countryside, met the most helpful and interesting people and had no problems with my
aircraft (apart from those induced by the pilot!).
Firstly let me tell you a little about myself.
I am25, born and educated in England and
have a Masters degree in Engineering. I
have been flying hang gliders for about five
years and have totalled some 300 hours
airtime. I was an instructor at the Devon
School of Hang Gliding in England. My
powered flying experience prior to this
around Australia flight was, shall we say,
limited.
Prior to coming to Australia I was the
Project coordinator for Brian Milton's epic
England to Australia bicentennial flight.
My job was to ensure that the flight was not
held up for any reasons other than bad
weather or mechanical problems. This
involved all the flight preparation and most
importantly handling the dreaded bureaucrats.
It was Brian and Mike Atkinson (Dalgety
Flyer Engineer) who provided the inspiration to attempt the first around Australia
flight. Before they left Australia, and returned home to their wives and children,
we put together a comprehensive sponsorship proposal forthe flight. Forthe next
three months I peddled the sponsorship
proposal around carefully selected companies and started the flight preparations.
All the sponsorship requests fell on deaf
ears but the result of my numerous sales
pitches was that I was totally sold on the
idea of the flight. I decided to put everything I had into an attempt regardless of
sponsors. This was the turning point of the
project as I had now made the decision
that the flight was definitely going ahead,
even if I had to pay for it myself. I didn't
really have enough money and, as if as a
mark of respect to this deciSion, I received
two letters the next day; one from Airborne
offering me a very good deal on a new
Arrow II, and the other from Dick Smith's
Australia Geographic Magazine with a
donation of $3,000, and an offer of a further $2,000 should they publish a story on
the trip. I was in business, and haven't
looked back since.
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The Preparations
Compared to the Dalgety Flyer project the
planning was a breeze. I became a
member of the Australian Ultralight Federation (AUF) to satisfy the bureaucrats
and asked the Civil Aviation Authority in
Canberra for a dispensation to let me fly
higher than the ridiculous 500ft limit presently in force. As yet, despite fulfilling their
requirements the dispensation has not
been granted.
The equipment I was to carry took a great
deal of thought and time to acquire. With
no ground support I have to be totally self
sufficient, all my equipment has to be very
light and reliable.
The Trike
Special thanks must go to Chris, Rob and
Shane at Airborne, they did a fantastic job
in preparing the Trike. I have the new
Arrow II wing and the awesome 532cc,
water cooled, Rotax engine. We opted for
the bigger engine for two reasons; firstly it
should be more reliable operating at a
relatively low power setting and secondly it
gave me a very short take off run, even
fully loaded. Bert Flood, the Rotax importer, very kindly gave me a good discount on an engine.
Modifications to the trike look simple but
were very time consuming. I carry 80 litres
of fuel in three separate fuel tanks, this
gives me about 7.5 hours endurance and a
range of almost 400 miles in still air. I have
a few extra retaining wires to keep things
out of the prop and a comprehensive array
of instruments, radios and an EPIRB distress beacon.
The Trip So Far.
As I write this I am at Kaban Airpark in the
Atherton Tablelands, West of Cairns, and
have completed about one quarter of the
trip. It has taken me two months and 55
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hours airtime to get this far. The project
has exceeded my expectations in every
way. I have enjoyed myself so much that
if the trip was to stop tomorrow it would still
have been well worthwhile. I am the first to
admit th~ trip is proceeding at a leisurely
pace, but why rush? There is so much to
see and so many interesting people to
meet.
My departure was delayed firstly by the
unavailability of an engine and secondly by
very strong winds. I finally left Hexham
near Newcastle on the 7th of August and
headed North up the Hunter Valley to my
first stop at Wauchope. I landed in a large
paddock, left a note on my mach ine and
hitched a lift into town. I was picked up
almost immediately and taken to the door
of the Youth Hostel via the local petrol
station. This was typical of the help I
received from people as soon as they
heard what I was doing. Who needs a
ground crew when the whole of Australia
seems to be willing to help.
As I expected I have had tail winds most of
the way. I made good progress North,
stopping for a day at Ballina and then on to
the Gold Coast for a pre-arranged meeting
with the Gold Coast Ultralight Club. I
landed on Southport Spit and was met by
the club and press. I was so overwhelmed
by the turnout that, after landing, I taxied
the trike into the lee of some trees without
first securing my jerry can. I was quickly
brought back to reality by a broken prop
and a small tear in the wing. I was lucky, as
usual, the wing damage was fixed at UK
saiis, just down the road, for no charge. I
carry a spare prop. The hospitality I received from the Gold Coast Club, and in
particular David Donohue, meant I ended
up staying a week. During this period I
took my AUF pilots licence with instructor
Allan Clark.
It was hard to leave the Gold Coast, I made
some great friends. I flew around Moreton
and Stradbroke Islands to avoid Brisbane

controlled airspace. This route involved a
ten mile water crossing to Bribie Island. It
was a risk I didn't take lightly and was very
nervous, not so much about the danger but
simply losing my machine - it was everything I owned in the worldl The crossing
went without incident and I landed at the
Caboolture strip and bumped into Kevin
Graham of Queensland AUF. I carried on
later that day in strong winds to a very
remote airstrip North of Noosa, Teewah. I
landed close to dusk and just caught some
local ultralight pilots who were heading
home. As usual their reaction was fantastic. We all had a bite to eat in the local pub
and I was put up for the night. They
returned me to the airstrip by dawn the
next day.
I was laid up for two days at Rainbow
Beach due to bad weather. Despite being
such a beautiful place I had a miserable
time in the rain. In an attempt to shelter
from it I left my wing half erected and used
it as a big porch to my tiny tent. I shudder
when I remember that night. The wind
woke me at 2 am and I immediately
thought of the vulnerable wing. Naked, I
leapt out of the tent and grabbed the wing
tip. I was stuck here for about fifteen
minutes, soaked and frozen to the bone. A
slight lull came in the wind, and I set about
de-rigging the wing like a mad-man. I
removed the bolt that connects the wing to
the trike just in time; a gust came and
deposited the wing into the side of the
trees. No worries, the trike was safe and
the wing undamaged. I returned to my wet
bed with my adrenalin still pumping.
The next day I flew to a dream of a place
called 1770, just North of Bundaberg. It
was where Captain Cook first put foot in
Queensland and has only had power and
telephones in the last 18 months. The
property developers are going mad here
as the road will be sealed soon. I landed on
the local grass strip and was greeted by a
team of real estate salesmen. They were
on a training course and for the rest of the
day I was to be the guinea pig. I must have
bought th irty blocks of land that dayl
From 1770 I flew to Emu Park, just East of
Rockhampton . Here I was to pick up my
replacement spare prop, forwarded by
Airborne . It had not arrived. I was forced
to wait for 5 days, my aircraft was lovingly
looked after by Alf, a great character who
lives right by the airstrip. Meanwhile I
stayed in the Youth Hostel in Rockhampton .

The few times I did stay in Youth Hostels
and Backpackers, made me realise how
lucky I was to see Australia my way. When
staying at these places, you tend to meet
only foreigners.
Conversation mainly
concerns where you come from and where
you have been. I found this becomes a
little tedious after a while, and if at all
possible I avoid these places. Out-back
the Trike provided a unique introduction to
people and places.
With my new prop I headed North. I failed
to find the airstrip I was looking for and with
daylight fading fast I was forced to land in
a rough paddock. I was met by a real
bushie and his family. Kevin made his
living shooting pigs. I spent a fascinating
night with them swapping stories. The
next day I left on a treacherous journey,
bypassing Proserpine and Mackay airspace. Whenever controlled airspace
forced me up into the Great Dividing
Range, and into bad tiger country, I became very bitter and cursed the authorities. However, as usual the Rotax purred
along without so much as a murmur. All I
have done to the motor so far is to change
the spark plugs every 25 hours.
I landed at a private airstrip in Guthalungra
and was met by a farmer. I was soon
invited in for tea and given a bed for the
night. In return, I told stories, gave a flight
demonstration in the morning, and scared
the cockatoos from the melon plantations.
The farmer seemed impressed.
Next stop was an Ultralight haven called
Donnington Airpark West of Townsville. I
stayed for a couple of days and headed
non-stop for Cairns and the Deeral Airstrip. The weather changed dramatically
between Townsville and Cairns. The
Great Dividing Range comes down to the
coast, the hills were covered in cloud and
the winds, nearly always from the South
East were strong. A combination of wind
and big hills always makes me nervous,
and I found the tiny Deeral Airstrip surrounded by 10ft high sugar cane and a
fresh wind blowing across the strip. The
approach to the strip was very interesting
indeed, and I was glad to be safely on the
ground. I then found that a student pilot
was flying the club Drifter and wasn't
complaining about the conditions! They
breed them tough up here. The local
Cairns Ultralight Club was half expecting
me. They kindly offered to look after my
trike while I stayed in Cairns with local trike
pilot John Allen.

I arrived at John's place to find a trike
mecca. Warwick Gill from Rockhampton
had just moved to the area and was staying with John, he too has an Airborne trike.
Living just around the corner was Chris
Bolton and his Buzzard/Arrow, this made
an amazing total of 4 Airborne trikes in one
place. I ended up staying in Cairns for two
weeks ; went diving on the Great Barrier
Reef, white water rafting , and flew in the
Cairns Hang Gliding Club's annual Gillies
Range hang gliding competition. I was
kindly lent all the equipment I needed,
including an old Moyes GTR glider. It was
a great fun competition, and by some fluke
of the scoring system I came third and won
an amazing $300 in prize money.
The day after the competition , I headed
North forthe tip of Cape York. When I first
arrived in Cairns, my intention was to cut
across the bottom of the Cape York and
head straight for Darwin. However, I broke
two of my own rules :
1. Never bow to outside pressure
ego sponsors or media.
2. Never fly in suspect weather,
there will always be another day.
Australian Geographic were disappointed
when I told them of my plans to miss out
Cape York. They had planned a meeting
on the tip of Cape York with another Australian Geographic project. Steve and
Barry, had spent the last year and a half
walking the length of the Great Dividing
Range. There would be a film crew to meet
us at the top. I had over a week to get there
and decided that the weather looked like
improving . I felt lucky and decided to go for
it.
First stop was Cape Tribulation, a backpackers and nudists resort. The wind
caught me out whilst de-rigging the trike
(or was I distracted by the sceneryl) and I
bent the base bar. I straightened it but
decided that as I was so close to Cairns,
and that Chris Bolton had a spare, it was
best to play safe and hitch a lift back. I
secured a lift from a French girl Marie in her
VW Golf on condition that I drove. I agreed
but didn't know what I was letting myself in
for. The road was terrible, the clutch cable
broke and we had three rivers to cross. At
the end of the journey I was convinced that
flying the trike was far less hazardous than
driving in this part of the country.
With my new base bar I pushed on to
Cooktown, the coastline was getting pretty
bleak by now and the wind was a good
25kts from the SE.
I landed near
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Cooktown and was lucky to find someone
passing, I yelled for help, the stranger ran
over and hung on to the trike to stop me
blowing away. Another lucky escape.
The trike was handling the turbulence
admirably, it was only on the ground that I
had problems. Everybody I spoke to said
that this was the windiest they had seen it
at this time of year.
The winds in Cooktown gave me sleepless
nights and delayed me for a further two
days. I took off at dawn in 1Okts of wind, by
nine am. It was blowing about 25kts. I
made speedy progress North and arrived
at my planned destination, Silver Plains,
early. I then decided to carry on to Lockhart River Mission. This was my longest
flight to date, around 550km and 5.5 hours
in the air. I stayed overnight, got hassled
by the Aboriginal Women, and headed off
at dawn the next day for the tip of Cape
York.
This was a day I won't forget for a long
time. After an hour I flew into some drizzle.
The cloud base slowly lowered from 1500ft
to around 400ft. Drizzle turned to rain and
the wing became very heavy. I decided to
turn back. The weather closed in, my eyes
were in agony and visibility was dangerously low. I opted to land on the beach and
sit the storm out whilst the tide allowed.
The beach looked good and hard and was
roughly into the wind. I made a smooth
approach and before I knew it I was on my
nose. I had been caught out by soft sand.
My wing was damaged beyond repair and
I was unhurt. However, I was stranded. I
had visualised this situation and planned
my actions many times. I was about Sixty
miles fromthe nearest settlement, North of
Olive River, so walking was out of the
question. I had four plans of action:
1. I carry a VHF aircraft radio and
could contact any aircraft on the
area frequency; providing my bat
tery lasted and they were within
range.
2. I knew the Customs Coastwatch
plane did a low level coastal run 5
days a week.
3. I activated my EPIRB distress
transmitter.
4. I had left a flight plan with the
Lockhart River police with instruc
tions to raise the alarm if I had not
rung in within 48 hours of leaving. I
do this at all times.

I had enough food and water for 5 days. It
was raining and my wing was a pertect
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water collector. The rain stopped after an
hour and I set about dragging the trike up
the beach and away from the incoming
tide, an exhausting task. I became very
aware of my vulnerability, there were wild
pig tracks all over the beach and I later
found out that half a mile up the beach
were 14ft crocs. I had my big knife with me
at all times and always had a tree in the
corner of my eye to run up, I laughed at my
predicament. As it turns out the pigs only
bothered me when I was safely in my tent
with my walkman turned right up. I never
did see a crocodile.
Briefly, depression set in as I thought of my
failure. I was in a situation I couldn't get
myself out of, and which may have cost the
tax payer money. I cringed as I thought of
a gleeful media reporting another ultralight
crash. I had let Airborne and Australian
Geographic down badly and thought my
trip of a lifetime was over. I was only an
hour and twenty minutes flying short of the
top of the Cape.
And then my luck changed, the Coastwatch plane appeared. I contacted the
pilot on my radio and assured him that I
was unhurt and had plenty of food and
water. I said I was in no immediate danger
and asked if a passing boat
could pick me up. Captain
Kevin Hodgson said he would
make arrangements, wished
me good luck, and said he
would be back at the same
time the next day. Hewaggled
his wings and went back to
looking for drug smugglers.

soon made it very clear that they were
anything but angry about having to pick me
up. They had only lost an hours steaming
time, they too had been caught in the
storm that got me and were very sympathetic. I offered to pay for my recovery but
the crew wouldn't hear of it. They even
offered to dig in to their own pockets to help
get me flying again. Unbelievable.

I decided that the least I could do was to
work my passage and spent the next three
days scrubbing decks and cooking. Arriving back in Cairns, Chris Bolton picked me
up, he had already ordered my spares and
the trike was flying again within the week.
The whole episode ended up costing me
four tubes for the trike, a propeller, and 5
cartons of beerforthe Cooma Cooma and
Coastwatch crew's. Some would call me
lucky, but I remain a great believer in
people. Myfaith in human nature is higher
than ever. Just because the press are
vultures doesn't mean to say that people
are.
What a way to see Australia.
To be continued ......

Kevin Hodgson was as good
as his word. One and a half
days after landing on the
beach I was picked up by
Hardine Shipping's "Cooma
Cooma". The Cooma Cooma
was on it's way back to Cairns
after delivering supplies to the
Islands North of Cape York. It
was a barge and was able to
run up the beach drop it's
ramp, and have the complete
trike loaded on. This was
beyond my wildest dreams, I
had planned to rebuild the
wing on the beach and fly it
out.

I was very humble to the crew
of the ship, as I had been to
Kevin Hodgson in the Coastwatch plane. However, they
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Neil Hardiman airbourn in his Arrow /I
Photo by Neil Hardiman

HOW NOT TO PUT YOUR GLIDER
TOGETHER!!!
It was the second day of the Nationals at Killarney. Cloudbase was below the
top of the ridges to the north of Carr's Lookout and the air felt thick with
approaching rain. For some reason that day I did a second pre-flight check you know, the standard nuts-on-bolts and no-luff-Iines-caught-under-thetrailing-edge type. Then Rick and Wayne started throwing us off the hill.
Launch order 45 came up a hell of a lot faster than 66 had the previous day.
Toni helped me down to launch. I positioned myself and moved into a good
strong take-off. I kicked back into prone
with the thought 'That showed theml' As
my hands went onto the base-bar there
was a loud bang and the solid feel of my
glider was replaced by a strange wallowing
sensation. For a split second my brain
could not register what had happened.
Then I focused in horror on the left upright
seemingly flapping in the breeze, waaay
out of reach . The base-bar dangled below
the right upright. My left hand moved for
the deployment handle on my chute; I was
thinking that I must use my right hand as it
was stronger.
I looked down onto the 'shelf' 100 feet
below and decided it was not enough
height for the chute. The glider seemed to
be holding together but for how much
longer? I'm told the glider had lots of
dihedral! If I could get hold of the left
upright, it would centre the weight and
maybe I would have some control. Somehow, by swinging myself off the right up-

right, I caught the left one on the third
attempt. Just as I managed to get the
glider around parallel to the ridge a set of
powerlines passed underneath. I doubt
the base-bar cleared them by much.
Now ahead of me was a criss-cross of
fences, the road and dead tree trunks - not
quite your average landing area, but at
least I'd be back on Mother Earth. I looked
to the right; of course, the ridge, grassy
and smooth, perfect for a face landing. I
threw my weight to the right. I almost
overdid it because my right wing tip was
now on collision course with the only
(wouldn't you know it?) but tallest dead
tree on the face.
For the first time, I suddenly felt very
scared - I could see the wing Clipping the
tree and the gliderspiralling down it into the
ground. This time, I was really going to get
hurt. The wing tip missed. The slope was
rushing towards me as I threw my glider
into as much of a flare as the poor disabled
machine could manage.

It was a hard landing. Within seconds
Toni, Hugh, Benny, Nev, Jo and Muddy
were there - thanks - its great to have
friends when you need them. I walked
away with only a couple of bruises. My
World Beater sustained bent nose plates,
two bent inner leading edges and one
outer plus a couple of bent battens.
The reason my base-bar came our? It
would seem when I was setting up the Aframe I'd put the knuckle of the 'magic'
upright into the base-bar and this had
partly slipped out when I reached for the
nut and bolt. Not noticing, I put the bold
and nut through the base-bar, missing the
knuckle. The string from the side wire to
the safety clip was all that held it together
while I walked to launch.
Something so simple - I'd even missed it
during two pre-flight checks. I've always
been very safety conscious - nagged students to the extreme I I know I can thank
the experience gained during my years of
riding big road bikes - it taught me to stay
calm and make the best of situations. I
guess I can thank my guardian angels II I
must apologise to friends and fellow pilots
for scaring them witless. And to Ian for
disrupting the launchl
Accidents in our sport happen too often
because of carelessness and overconfidence. They happen to male and female
pilots alike. Carelessness is the enemy of
us all. I was lucky.
Marie Jeffery

LOST MAIL!!
Early in November a package was sent from the HGFA office
to the Skysailor Editor. IT NEVER ARRIVED.
This package contained contributions for Skysailor which
had been sent to the HGFA during late October and early
November.
If you sent articles or photos for Skysailor to the HGFA
during this period, and they have not appeared in the
magazine, then you can assume the material has been lost
JANUARY
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.INFO TO THE PILOTS

MT EMU HEROES

DearWes,

What could possibly be more exciting than
flying? Four innocent spectators at the
2nd round of the '88 Vic closed discovered
an answer to this very question I

I just had information from the "Cross
Country" editor S. Thevenot that the
Greeks are not going to run the Women's
World Championship 1989.
England is planning to run a Women's
1991 .
The editor suggests Australians to run the
next Women's World Championship,
which means January or February 1990.
Any comments? Yes, it is too late as FAI
need 2 years notice.
Birgit Svens

HGFA VACANCIES

MT. FUJI REPLY

DearWes,

Dear Ron,
Bill Flewellyn was a good friend of mine.
I built the glider for him to do the balloon
drop over Fuji. Bill was certainly the first
hang glider pilot to fly over Fuji and the
report had no intention of devaluing his
efforts. Balloon drops and Fuji flights need
still and stable air to execute the flight and
these flights are always sled rides or constant descending flights.
Rick and Danny launched into an approaching typhoon. The air was unstable
and they were able to climb SOOm overthe
tip of the mountail') to gain altitude. Thus
being the first pilots to soar overthe mountain. I am not familiar with the wording
used on the report but I'm pleased to read
in Skysailorthat Bill Flewellyn is not forgotten.
Regards
Bill Moyes

DON'T TAKE CHANCES!!
DO A HANG CHECK BEFORE
EVERY
TAKE OFF
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As a result of my withdrawing from all
active involvement on HGFA Committees
etc, there are two jobs for which a replacement is needed.
The first is to finish compiling a National
Sitee Guide. As members may recall, I
started this task about a year ago and
whilst I received a good number of responses, information on many popular
sites has to be obtained and the whole
thing brought together. Anyone interested
in this job should phone me on (02)
9093666 during business hours. Doesn't
matter where you live - all you need is a bit
of enthusiasm for the task.
The second, a more important job is
NAPAC delegate. Unfortunately, my new
job and expanding family mean I don't
have the time to devote to our on-going
campaign for more airspace and attendance two or three times a year at meetings in Canberra. The ideal candidate for
this job would live in Sydney, Melbourne or
ACT; have been involved in the sport for
five or more years; have some involvement with Committees (or at least be a
Safety officer or Instructor) and ideally,
have some knowledge of 'traditional' aviation ego commercial or GA - so you can
'speak their language'.
Again, any interested persons should give
me a call on 909 3666.
Regards
Martyn Yeomans
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How? Well, one confused driver was
trying to round up another driver for our
wonderful camp director's (now editor!)
car, thinking that if they weren't sure of the
way down the mountain, she'd lead.
So with volunteer nabbed, they set off, but
she missed the sharp right-hander at the
top and they drove on down an access
track over some very steep, rocky terrain,
until she began to think that things weren't
quite as familiar as they should have been.
Her victim, as yet unaware of what was to
come, decided that if they turned around
they'd just drive right back up again and
rejoin his 3 friends, but when they found 2
small clearings to fit 3 point turns in, both
were bogged! Not ones to panic they
employed many well-known methods of
unbogging - even to threatening the two
vehicles in question with being sent to the
wreckers, all to no avail!
Help soon arrived when my victim's friends
missed him, and came to find him, and with
two land cruisers in hand, it wasn't long
before the 4 heroes and one sorry driving
enthusiast were down the bottom of Mt.
Emu and explaining their 3 hour absence!
So be warned, if you're asked to drive a car
down Mt Emu, make the right-hand turn,
and hope that if you do miss it, you're found
by Martin Lamb, and Bob, Ben and Glenn
Wright - they're wonderful rescuers!
Jenni Collins

To all 7 members of HGFA
(ie. TasHGA, SAHGA inc., QHGA inc., NSWHGA inc.
HGAWA, ACTHGA & VHGA)
1.

As minuted at the Convention in August there will
be an extraordinary meeting in Bright, Vic on Sat
21 st Jan (meet outside the Pinewood Hotel,
9.00am) to discuss the 5 Year Plan.
At least one representative from each state must
attend· prepared to discuss their progress with
whatever aspect of the 5 year plan their state was
allocated.
The future of our sport and our funding depends on
how quickly and effectively we can implement the
objectives of the 5 year plan. We only have until
August 1989 to implement the first year's
objectives! Come prepared.

2.

The Nationals at Mt. Buffalo (23 Jan· 3 Feb) is an
HGFA competition. The member states are
reminded that the names of their teams and
reserves (in writing or by fax) and team entry fees
must be sent to HGFA in Sydney by the 16th Jan at
the latest.
If we have not received the teams by then the
spare places will be allocated at the joint
discretion of HGFA and the Meet Director as per
the Convention minutes.

Finally, I'd like to wish all members of HGFA the best of
flying weather and the best of flying fun for 1989.

Phil Mathewson President HGFA
JANUARY
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Byron Bay Hang Gliding club

The Administration of Hang Gliding in Australia.
The biggest responsibility of the State Associations seems to be keeping records of Safety
Officers, Instructors and Examiners, performing
some liaison roles with State Government Authorities, liaising with the HGFA on behalf of the
pilots in a given state and allocating money to
local clubs for opening up and maintaining sites.
3.
1. The Current Situation
The administration of the NSWHGA and HGFA
appear to be in a state of total collapse.
In the case of NSWHGA every position on the
committee appears to be vacant or held on sufferance until someone else can be found to hold it.
Despite the excitement generated by the HGFA
convention and the "5 year plan", (Skysailor Nov
1988), the section entitled Election of New Executive makes it clear that no-one at the convention
wanted to hold office and those currently filling the
offices are only doing it until someone else can be
found .
The following questions focus attention on some
important issues that must be understood before
a club position can be reached for presentation at
the NSWHGA Annual General Meeting in December.
The answers to the questions that follow are
based on the author's understanding of the current state of affairs. The reader should feel free to
disagree if s/he feels so inclined.
1.

What is the actual state of NSWHGA?

The administrative positions of
Ans:
NSWHGA are (as far as we know), currently filled
as follows.
President:
Vice Pres:

Bill Moyes
Unoccupied (previously
held by Julien James)
Secretary:
Unoccupied (previously
held by Vicki James)
Treasurer:
Judi DeGroot
Instruction Co-ordinator: Rob DeGroot
In many cases the people who are holding these
positions are holding them in sufferance, until
someone else volunteers to do the job. In other
cases office bearers are overcommitted in other
areas of their lives and admit to being unable to
give the job the effort that it deserves.
2.
What are the administrative responsibilities of NSWHGA?
Ans:
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
is represented Federally by the HGFA. All of our
registration money goes to HGFA who then give
some of it back to the State Associations in our
case NSWHGA.
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What is the actual state of HGFA?

Ans :
HGFA appears to be in slightly better
shape than NSWHGA. The Offices are currently
filled although some of the Office Bearer's seem
anxious to hand the responsibility over to someone else.
4.
What are the administrative responsibilities of HGFA?
Ans:
HGFA liaise with the Federal Government Departments that are resposible for aviation.
They print Sky Sailor and disseminate it to the
members. This is more important than it may
appear because it is the main link that keeps the
organization together.
HGFA apply for sporting grants from the Government.
They administer the bulk of the members' funds
including subscription and grants.

7.
If we take on administrative responsibilities, who will do the work?
Ans :

There are two options:
a)
Hope that the positions will be
filled by people who are competent and enjoy
performing administrative functions.
b)
Create a paid or partially paid
administrative position and have an elected executive to direct the administrator.
8.
What are the consequences of doing
nothing?
Ans :
This is largely a matter of speculation but
if we do nothing, sooner or later itwill catch up with
us. The firsltime thalthere is a major incident, the
Government Bureaucracy will realise that the
HGFA administration is in tatters . The consequences of this could be a grounding of Hang
Glider Pilots.
9.
What does the Government require from
us in order that they will leave us alone and let us
get on with recreational flying?
Ans:
Government Departments are comprised of clerks. As a realistic generalization,
these people want to avoid extra work. They will
only interfere with us if we leave them no option.
As long as we comply with any legislation and
keep a low profile i.e. no negative incidents, no
complaints from the public etc. we will be left
alone.

They return money to the State Associations and
fulfill a co-ordinating role for the State Associations.

Summary

5.
What administrative functions are we
capable of performing locally and which ones can
only be performed from Sydney or another capital
city?

We have to think seriously about how Australian
Hang Gliking is administered and come up with
proposals that leave as much freedom as possible provided we are organized enough to deal
with all of the relevant Government Departments.

Ans :
Local clubs are currently responsible for
site maintenance and liaising with local authorities.
Safety Officers and Instructors operate at a local
level.
We are not in a position to negotiate with either
Federal or State authorities.
6.
Which functions do we want to perform
locally and which would we prefer to be done by a
central authority?
Ans:
This is the important question. When we
ask what functions do we want to perform, we are
really saying what funtions will someone local
volunteer to perform. This leaves two possibilities.
a)
We want to do as much as we
can locally and leave HGFA to handle the Government.
WewantHGFAto do all the work
b)
and let us get on with our flying .
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Some Ideas
Some of these ideas have constitutional implications. It may be necessary to hold a referendum
of all the members for changes to be implemented. These ideas are therefore only for discussion.

Disband the NSW (and other)
State Associations.
The total number of registered Hang Gliding Pilots
in Australia is roughtly 1500. We do not need a
National body and another seven state associations. This is over-governing with a vengeance.
NSWHGA becomes the Sydney Hang Gliding
Club and can represent the interests of the Sydney Pilots.
Uaison roles with the State Government can be
transferred to HGFA and performed by a paid
administrator.

HGFA becomes responsible for keeping all records of Registered Pilots, Instructors, Examiners
etc ..
The responsibility for organizing major competitions will be given to a National Competition Organizer employed by HGFA. If State Title competitions are still desired, there is no reason why
some of the work can 't be delegated to local
clubs. For the purposes of the competition, a
pilot's State is deemed to be their registered
address in the HGFA files.
HGFA becomes responsible for allocating Site
Clearing and Maintenance money directly to local
clubs on a pro-rata basis based on club memberShip.
Local Clubs keep (or take on where appropriate)
the responsibilities of examining pilots, site clearance and maintenance and dealing with local
people and local government.
A temporary position of 5-1 0 hours per week (say
paying around $50-$100Iweek) can be created
and filled by an interested person. This local
administrator is responsible to the elected executive of the local club and has the following responsibilities.
a)
Dealing with correspondence in
a manner that is consistent with Club Policy.
b)
Organising work groups for site
clearing , maintenance and other local functions.
c)
Keeping a list of local Examiners
and Safety Officers so that pilots wishing to move
up a rating know who to contact.
d)
Organising the agenda for the
Monthly Club Meeting and ensuring that HGFA
information is disseminated to the members.
e)
Other duties as determined from
time to time by the executive.

WEAK LINK - TOWING
feel everyone should have their own
weak link incorporated in theirtow bridle. A
second weak link (higher rating) could still
be in the tow line if desired. The reason
being that most pilots assume
(dangerous) that the weak link is correct.
At the Flatlands several free flyers hooked
on a tow line which had a weak link
breakage of over 300 Ibs. Several tow
groups had over rated weak links during
the Competition to "save" time and get
everyone away. With your own weak link
in your bridle the weak link is in your
control.
We have been using the Bruce Barcham
designed shear pin weak links. One
person stated that he purchased one and
that they were breaking at a ridiculous
pressure - he was using a suspect
electronic tow gauge and didn't bother to
check it. I have tested them extensively
with actual weight measured on accurate
scales and now have a reliable accurate
weak link. Rope wears more rapidly, burns
through friction at knot and the twine is not
consistent all the length in breaking
tension.

With the shear pin a long leader is not
needed as most of the recoil is taken out
when the weak link failure activates the
release. Twine may be used in place of the
sheer pin.
When the weak link fails the release is
activated releasing the towline.

ROPE WINDER
I have made up a simple motorized rope
winder using a Honda 4 (750cc) starter
motor rim driving a 340 mm diameter reel.
it only costs around $20 and doesn't draw
a lot of power. We welded a piece of rou nd
pipe to the original starter cog also spot
welded in position and around the outside
slipped on a piece of radiator hose. The
rims of spool are plywood 20mm thick. it
works well. The motor is mounted on a
lever and simply pressed onto the rim.
To work out size of reel treat rope as
cylinder with 5mm diameter x length =
volume. Same forthe reel, less volume of
the centre.
Pat Purcell P.No 44059
Box 933
GLADSTONE, 4680

The money for this position should be allocated by
HGFA.
As previously suggested, the existence of State
Organizations may be part of the HGFA constitution. If our delegates go to the Annual General
Meeting of NSWHGA and suggest that NSWHGA
and other state associations be disbanded, the
constitution will have to be closely examined to
see what must be done.
To Summarise the above argument.
1.
There is a lot of work involved in administering an organization.
2.

If you pay peanuts, you get a monkey.

3
HGFA plus Seven state associations
plus numerous local clubs is too much administration for 1500 people.
The solution is to streamline the organization, pay
people to do the job properly and have the paid
administrators reporting to the elected executive
to ensure that the wishes of the members are
being carried out.

P

.JUICE
"HGFA UP JUICE" by B. (Speedy) Gonsalves
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STATE &CLUB NEWS
HGAWANEWS
SANDGROPERS SAY
Giddayto alll- where does a month go and
how the heck can I fill a column this deadline. It's a worry when you can't remember
what has happened over the last four
weeks; understandable as not a lot of it
was flying! Summer has been slightly
delayed - due to earth axis wobble I've
been told - so there are a few air time
hungry pilots at the time of writing extremely jealous of those who are able to fly
midweek or are smarter when it comes to
finding the right spot to fly. Well, that's 96
words - what next? The meeting; not a big
roll-up with the club executive outnumbering all others, so that was disappointing.
Club business was brief and consisted of
a)
The only motion - that any planned
expenditure over $10 be ratified by either
the club president or treasurer before you
spend the money and submit a claim. Our
treasurer also made the point that club
funds were dwindling somewhat and
urged people to think of ways to raise
some lira.
b)
A bounty was offered - $200 forthe
person or group that finds a suitable tow
paddock that can be permanently secured
for the club. Certain conditions will apply
and these will be mailed out to all WA
members.
c)
Penalty imposed - A certain Novice
pilot who flew oft Mt Bakewell when he
didn't have the correct rating was banned
from that site for 2 months after he gets his
Intermediate rating. This is our standard
first time penalty so others be warned don't break the rules. They are there for
your safety as well as, in the case of Mt
Bakewell, designed to keep the site open
to us.
d)
Dunny Seat award - It couldn't be
given away this month as last months
recipient, Greg Perejuon, must have liked
to so much he didn't bring it backl Hope it
wasn't used as a spare part Greg?
Also, there will be no meeting in January
'89 and remember that we meet otherwise
on the first Monday night of the month at
the Wembley Hotel starting at 8.00pm.
Our AGM will be the February meeting.

For those new and prospective members
who wish to take to the air and require
some dedicated and professional training
then what ever you do don't ring Chris
Graham on (09) 2795771 or Dave Drabble
on (09) 661 1212. On second thoughts, if
you do you'll certainly learn to fly - what
could be better. Only joking guys.

Paul Geissier in the intermediate class
impressed on the first day by thermalling
well, completing a turnpoint and pulling off
a perfect landing. Paul again excelled on
the second day and managed to climb to
4000 feet, while everyone else in the competition encountered bad sink and ended
up in the bottom landing paddock.

I might just take this opportunity to farewell
our club president Ray Chatfield and his
much better half, Karen (our librarian) as
they head
for Canada in the new year.
I'm sure every club appreciates all the
work a president puts into a club and Ray
is no exception . I'd like to sincerely thank
Ray and Karen for all they've done and to
say don't stay away too long.

In the landing area willy willys were blowing
through regularly making conditions very
turbulent during landing approaches and
although one pilot was spun completely
around 50 feet off the ground, everybody
landed safely.

as

Well, I've managed to drag that out so all
that's left to say is have a very merry
Christmas to all WA flyers as well as the
rest of the flying community.
All the best for the New Year; Many happy
flights.
Brad Cook

ACTHGA NEWS
Yes there is still a club in the ACT and we
even held a local competition in November. Flying was at Pig hill on day one and
Black range (now closed for fire season)
on day two. Light winds and thermals
during the weekend gave good conditions
and the new ACT champion in the open
class is Mark Fletcher and intermediate
class winner with two outstanding flights
during the weekend is Paul Geissier.
On Saturday at Pig hill, (while our President, Barry, was getting married) pilots
used thermals to make height gains of up
to 3000 feet and attempted to bag one
turnpoint then land at the goal at Yass
(60km). Although Des landed early (to go
and represent the club at Barry's wedding)
he still managed a turnpoint and along with
three other pilots flew back overthetakeoff
before landing close by. Mark Fletcher
landed two extra kilometers towards Yass
giving him the overall lead for the day.

Final results:
Open class : Mark Fletcherfirst, Des Blackwell, Sig Kruger, Richard Parsons equal
second.
Intermediate class: Paul Geissier first,
Meredith Bradbury, Peter Moore equal
second.
Other happenings in the ACT are (as
usual) site hassles. Lake George North
and South take-ofts are both closed, so
please don't fly there. Other sites are
looking like they are going to be very fire
sensitive this season, so PLEASE check
with someone in our club if you want to fly
any of the local sites.
Our discovery of the month is that radio
microphones work better inside your helmet rather than on a boom. You can get
excellent voice quality and no wind noise
(even in a Magic at warp 9) with the mic in
the lining of your helmet and you don't
have a boom to get caught on everything.
So stick it in you earl
Four pilots are oft to New Zealand (where
they don't have a fire season), for a flying
holiday and a good sized group of pilots will
be around Canberra for the summer also.
A couple of our pilots are making the
transition from intermediate to high performance (always an interesting time) and
when the sea breezes start arriving, undoubtably many other hibernating gliders
will appear. That's about it, except to say
that Shaun has a wonderful new answering machine and so days of wondering if
drivers have got messages are over
(hopefully).
Richard Parsons
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QUEENSLAND NEWS
SUNSHINE COAST HANG GLIDING
CLUB
Due to extensive dealing with the DOA
National Parks and Wildlife Service
Noosa Shire Council and the Sunshin~
Beach Surf Life Savings Club one of our
local sites has been saved from impending
closure and another site relocated to ensure damage to National Parks be reduced.
Recently the Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding
Club were threatened with loosing the
south face site at Sunshine Beach which
has been a small but valuable site for the
training of new pilots. Club members were
down there on a training session on the
small dunes when they were approached
by both a Policeman and a National Park
Ranger. The members were informed that
Hang Gliding activities were not approved
for the area. After extensive amicable
dealings with all interested parties we are
pleased to advise that our club has had a
ramp approved and constructed on this
site.
Unfortunately, came a rude awakening
this month when 6 members flying the east
face were ordered out of the air by 2
policemen with lights flashing and sirens
blasting on their vehicle. They informed
the members that Air Traffic Control at
Maroochydore had received a complaint
from a pilot of a fixed wing plane flying in
our vicinity. Subsequently they had to act
on the complaint. We had a 1985 VEC
chart designating Sunshine Beach as a
Hang Gliding site to 500ft. The DOA
informed the club that this had now been
changed due to increased traffic in the
area. Following lengthy negotiations by
our Club approval has been granted to fly
both Sunshine Beach sites up to 300ft
above ridge height (giving approx 400ft
ASL). This just goes to show what effective consultation and not aggressive confrontation can achieve.
Lastly we would like to bring to your attention that due to excessive dune damage at
the Freshwater site take off it has been
closed by the National Parks and Wildlife
Service but we have secured a new site
past Teewah Village. This site has been
set up under the watchful eye of the local
National Parks Ranger and steps, ramp
and dune protection has had to be provided and erected at the expense and
labour content of our club. This site is

accessible by beach only and we must
insist that all pilots and their spectators use
ONLY the Steps provided.
DO NOT WALK DOWN THE DUNES
All these things have been achieved
through a small club whose members are
prepared to get in and give it a go to
improve and secure sites for the good of
the sport.
PS If you need site information for this
area, please ring Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club on 071 498573 or 071
459353.

CAIRNS HANG GLIDING CLUB
Whilst you're out enjoying yourselves, I'm
working. For those of you that weren't at
the AGM and didn't send an apology the
following people were voted in to represent
you in way of "The Committee" for 1989.
President:- Ernie Frei
Vice President:- Len Miller
Treasurer:- Nev Akers
Secretary:- Warrick Gill
Committee Members:- Ray Parsons,
(Stretch) Dave Waring, Gerry
Gerus
There were no changes to the Constitution
made at the meeting - we should soon hear
through the red tape channels that we will
become an Incorporated body"!

•

Inc
QHGA Inc
This months OHGA Inc meeting was
rather action packed. I will inform you of
some of the issues raised, but you really
should get hold of the OHGA Inc minutes
to get all the facts. OHGA Inc minutes are
sent to all Old clubs that I know of plus
some individuals that represent a group of
flyers in a set area. First of all if you want to
be considered forthe Old team flying in the
nationals in 1989, you must inform us in
writing by 3rd January 1989. If you have
been waiting to see Old's accident reports
in Skysailor and yourwondering where the

hell they are, I would like to inform you that
they are always sent but never published.
This is a little dig at the people responsible
for the publishing of this data. We the
members of OHGA Inc want to know why
they are not published for all to learn from!

Please be informed that flying at Rainbow
Beach this year will be HEAVILY
policed ... don't bother going to Rainbow if
you do not have appropriate rating .... you
will not be allowed to fly.
Our safety co-ordinator would like to
inform you that too many people are
applying to become safety officers without
fulfilling the proper requirements. Please
apply to become a safety officer with all the
correct requirements.
It looks like we may be issuing more flying
bans due to breach of height at Mt
Tamborine. I can tell you now this is really
starting to piss us off. Personally I think the
bans should bemore severe.
Maybe
people will think before placing a good site
in jeopardy.
Several positions have become vacant in
the executive, they are:
State Co-ordinator (already
vacated)
Secretary (already vacated)
RAPAC officer (position still vacant
from 1987)
Equ ipment officer (position still
vacant from 1987)
Safety Co-ordinator (vacating early
in 1989).
The next OHGA Inc meeting is on the 25th
January 1989.
The next OHGA Inc AGM meeting is on the
5th April 1989.
Some of you will undoubtably be relieved
to hearthatthis is my last letterto Skysailor
as Secretary of OHGA Inc. I have to leave
the country before Fitzgerald gets me.
Cheers
Derek

STOP PRESS
1988 Brazilian National Champion Luis Niemeyer - GTR 162 W.B.
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STATE & CLUB NEWS ..................... continued

MOTION: That the association seek and
implement a fair constitution at the earliest
possible date.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
MOTION: That the executive distribute the
minutes of all meetings to members.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

TASMANIAN NEWS

TASHGA

The thermalling season started with a near
record flight by two pilots from Mt Franklin.
The trek south to the York plains turn-off
was a credible effort this early in the
season and was the first day out for Angus
Poxon's Foil 150B.
Conditions were
scratchy for much of the way with Charles
and Gus eager to go further at the next
opportunity. Well done guys.

The TASHGA held its AGM on Saturday
26 November 1988, at Steve and
Veronica's place in Launceston. The AGM
was followed by a General Meeting and a
barbecue postmortem of the meetings,
which went into the small hours of the
morning.

Billop not to be outdone has turned on a
couple of good days thus far, on the Monday after Charles and Gus went touring at
Franklin, Rohan, Gus and myself took
advantage of a buoyant NNW to enjoy
some cool air, panoramic views and note
with more than passing interest the many
newly ploughed paddocks checker-boarding the landscape.
The next Saturday saw Billop looking great
with five gliders climbing in good thermal
lift. Bruce, Rohan, Mark, Gus and myself
all revelled in the punchy conditions,
however a marked inversion at about
3000ft, that refused to break despite constant prodding, held us firmly in check.
The day was far from wasted with all pilots
having a good long look overthe back and
hours of airto hone theirthermalling skills.
Major x/c from Billop it would seem is only
a matter of time.
With the best of summer a long way off it is
easy to see that records are going to
tumble, we have the pilots and the sites ...
and the weather, well I'm crossing my
fingers.
Yours in the air
David Allan.

The following officer bearers of the
TASHGA were elected:
PRESIDENT
ROWAN GRANT
SECTRETARYffREASURER
STEVE RICHARDS
HGFA CO-ORDINATOR
ANGUS POXON
The new postal address of the TASHGA is:
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood, 7250
Phone (003) 44 7101
Among the motions passed at the meeting
was that a draft constitution be adopted in
principe and the formalities of running the
TASHGA be under the control of the
executive. Being a small association and
an even smaller number of active flying
members, the co-operative group
approach to running the organization will
continue.
Sunday dawned bright and early forthose
who did not have hangover.
Most
members cruised to Mt Franklin but the
conditions were fairly light for any serious
cross country flying. Only those fit enough
for the carry flew, but without any
significant height gains. So it was back to
Launceston or Hobart after a weekend of
little or no flying, but the major formalities
for the year completed together with a
strenuous evening of social intercourse.

TASMANIAN HANG GLIDING
ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 1988
MOTION: That the position of Secretary
and Treasurer be combined.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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MOTION: That the executive provide
interim reports at all meetings, regarding
summary of correspondence, etc.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

SAHGA NEWS
STATE COMPS.
Thus far 3 round have been held over 2
weekends. 26 pilots have entered and the
first 2 rounds on 26th/27th Novemberwere
held at Barn Hill with tasks set to Mambray
Creek and Willowie respectively. Both
days scored maximum validity as many
pilots had good XC flights.
The race to Willowie saw Gerry Fimeri
winning the day as he had done previously
to Mambray Creek. 5 pilots (not including
Derick Hill) made goal on Saturday and 2
pilots made goal on Sunday.
Conditions were not so favourable last
weekend and after a frustrating day on
Saturday which saw the camp move from
lIIawarra Hill to Barn Hill a no round day
was called. Steve Blenkisop was the only
one to get away making Redhill. Sunday
was equally unimpressive with the comp
pilots gathering at Illawarra waiting for
conditions to improve.
They didn't
although during the 20 minutes of
sunshine several groups of pilots got away
with Ross Wilkinson almost making the
goal of Farrell Flat. Good effort Ross
though because only 10 pilots flew XC the
validity factor was not high.
The new base of Bute oval seems to be ok
with good facilities. Hot showers, tennis
courts etc. and is no further to the sites.
MTHORROCKS
On Tuesday, 23nd December, Steve
Blenkinsop, Garry Fimer, John Mellowship
and Rob Woodward met to discuss a new
plan to gain access to Mt Horrocks. We
are going to try a media campaign to stir up
interest in this site in the hope of securing
the 1990 Nationals. Anyone with
comments or help should contact any of
the above.

VHGA NEWS
GIDA Y VICTORIANS
It sure has been hot and wet in Victoria
lately. The green house effect appears to
be working already. Apparently Victoria
will get more south easterlies and more
rain when the green house effect takes
hold. Just think, we could be doing the Mt
Defiance run each day in the rainl

NSWHGANEWS
The NSWHGA Annual General
Meeting was held on Monday, 121121
88 at Sports House.
Copies of the Annual Report are
available from NSWHGA, 508/161
Gloucester Street, Sydney, 2000 or
phone (042)943140
CURRENT NSWHGA EXAMINERS

I have been very remiss in not mentioning
that Mad Mike (Mike Slape) has married
Angela Scarcella. It is unbelievable how
Angela has managed to keep this man
from daring feats off bridges etc, etc, etc,
etc,long enough to marry him. Angela and
Mike had their white wedding in
November. CONGRATULATIONS MIKE
AND ANGELA.
No congratulations to Gavin Hillforcertain,
possibly Grant Heaney, Ian Rees and
many others who have VHGA equipment
they have not returned. (If you guys
mentioned don't have any of the stuff then
I am terribly sorry and I must fix my
computer!) If anyone has any VHGA
equipment then could they please return it
to me ASAP> The next Southern Hang
Gliding club meeting on the first Tuesday
of the month except January, will be fine.
Remember, Cnr. Burwood Road and
Barton Street Hawthorn and there is no
meeting in January.
PS did you know that my cousin Waso has
gotten into hang gliding and is up to ridge
soaring. Cop that!

Ross ARNEn
Randwick
Bernie BAER
Olford
042942218
Bruce BARCHAM Lue
Bob BARNES
Pacific Palms
Michael BATES
Sefton
Chris BOYCE Stanwell Park 042 942545
Chris BRANDON Merewether
Michael BRISTOW Lambton
David CHARLTON Goonellabar
Merewether
Wayne COLLINSON
Byron Bay
Dennis CUMMINGS
Rob deGROOT Stanwell Park 042943140
Russell DUNCAN Redhead
Rick DUNCAN
Redhead
Shane DUNCAN
Blackalls P
Ross DUNCAN
Adamstown
Lismore
Mark FISHER
Douglas FLOYD
Merewether

Trevor GARDNER Randwick
Swansea
Peter HANSEN
Bryan HAYHOW Helensburge 042942052
David HERON
Forresters
Ian HIRD
Coorabell 066847328
Ian JARMAN
Exeter
048 834022
John KLEVEN
Cooma Nth
Phil MATHEWSON Petersham 025608773
Richard McWHINNEY Cardiff
Dermot MEANEY Sylvania
Neil MERSHAM
Byron Bay
Paul MOLLISON
Adamstown
Terrey Hills
Forrest PARK
Philip PRITCHARD Maroubra
Mullumbimby
Bruce REEVE
Brian RUSHTON Bangalow
Colin RUSHTON
Bangalow
Joe sconcon Crescent Head
Kel SMITH
Khancoban
Dudley
Gregory SMITH
Westmead
Chris SOUTH
Coorabel
Mark THOMAS
Greg WILSON
Alstonville
Craig WORTH
Hallidays Point
Stephen WURZ
Budgewoi
Lee scon
Lorne
065 569692
Stephen STOKES Merewether
Michael SEALEY Byron Bay
Chris ROLLINS
Lillian Rock
Mark NEWLAND Waverley 023875114
Phil FLENTJE
Otford
042942218
lain CUMMINGS
Waverley
Scott BERRY Stanwell Park 042 942584
042942218
Mark BARNFIELD Otford

I hope I didn't offend anyone,
love and best wishes from Myles.

VHGA SITE GUIDES
AVAILABLE NOW! GET
ONE WHILE THE'RE
HOT, FREE TO NEW
MEMBERS WHO
MISSED OUT WHEN
THEY JOINED!
($5.00 FOR ANYONE
ELSE)
FROM VHGA, P.O. BOX
400, PRAHRAN, 3181
Martyn Yeomans in a Foil 165 over Stanwell Park
JANUARY
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COASTAL METEOROLOGICAL
INFLUENCES ON HANG GLIDING
Hang gliders rely on the unique interaction
of winds and terrain. In a coastal environment this means the launch site is subjected to winds which vary both in space
and time with scales varying from short
term (of the order of minutes to hours) to
long term, or seasonally. The local interaction of winds with the terrain to produce
uplift conductive to hang gliding will not be
discussed in this article. Instead, the variations of meteorological influences on a
larger scale will be described in order to
better explain the effects which hang glider
pilots experience once they fly within a
coastal environment.
The evolution of the lower atmospheric
boundary layer in a coastal region after
sunrise is dominated by the differential
heating of the land and sea. The land
warms more rapidly than the sea, convection develops and horizontal pressure
gradients form across the coastline. Assuming the synoptic scale winds (those
associated with the HIGH and LOW pressure patterns on a large scale i.e. of the
orderof 1OOOkm) are not too strong, the air
starts to move inland as a sea breeze at
some stage during the late morning. As
the temperature rises during the day the
sea breeze strengthens and under the
action of Coriolis forces slowly changes
direction from perpendicular to more parallel to the coastline as it moves inland.
After sunset the driving mechanism of the
sun's heating disappears, the sea breeze
loses momentum and other local wind circulation patterns such as land or valley
breezes develop.
It is important not only to understand the
spatial variations of these wind patterns
with distance inland from the coast but also
the variations above the ground. At the
coast the development of a convective
mixing layer, or uniformly mixed and
somewhat turbulent layer, after sunrise
will probably be rapidly dissipated by the
early onset of the sea breeze. Further
inland such a mixing layer can grow for
many hours before the arrival of the sea
breeze.
An example of this mixing layer development and sea breeze arrival is seen in the
facsimile record taken from an acoustic
sounder which is operated by the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
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Organisation at Lucas Heights, south of
Sydney (Figure 1). Lucas Heights is located 16km inland from the coast at an
altitude of 140m above mean sea level,
about the same altitude as the hang glider
launch site at Bald Hill, Stanwell Park,
some 20km to the south. In this facsimile
record a dark echo associated with the
developing mixing layer emerges after
0600 EST (Eastern Standard Time) and
rises to a height of 800 metres (approximately 2620 feet) above local ground level
and oscillates in height before the sea
breeze arrives at 1145 EST; see the Dines
anemograph traces. '

to other locations around Australia but
specific details are probably unique to this
part of the NSW coast. In general, it is
more likely that sea breezes will form during the warmest, summer months, although weaker sea breezes have been
observed during all seasons at Lucas
Heights.
In Figure 2 the frequencies of occurrence
of winds are plotted as a function of time of
day for the summer months. In these
"wind roses" the longer the boxes in a
particular direction the more frequently
winds are observed from that direction. At
night winds prevail from the south to southeast sectors, however by 1200 EST the
winds are observed to turn to the northeast and east-north-east sectors with the
arrival of the sea breeze. There is still a

Hjx ing layer dev~lopment a nd arrival of
an E to NE sea breeze

It is interesting to note that the echo associated with the sea breeze (first observed
in the facsimile record near 1245 EST) is
much more shallow than the previous
mixing layer with an average depth of 500
metres (1640 feet) on this day. In this case
the sea breeze has winds from the northeast direction whereas above this layerthe
winds are likely to be off-shore associated
with the sea breeze circulation cell. At
higher altitudes wind speeds increase and
directions are associated with the prevailing synoptic patterns i.e. the HIGH or LOW
pressure systems over the area. For a
hang glider pilot commencing a cross
cou ntry flight from the coast, it is important
to consider these wind changes with
height as well as the inland penetration of
the sea breeze over time.
The presence and nature of sea breezes
also vary with the seasons. The following
discussion will take examples from the
Sydney region and in particular from the
research conducted at Lucas Heights;
some of the generalities may be applicable
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presence of south-east winds but the sea
breeze wind directions persist until around
2100 EST. At Lucas Heights the sea
breezes have only slightly stronger wind
speeds than those prevailing before the
sea breeze arrives, but nearer the coast
they can be much more intense and turbulent.
Sea breezes are also observed during autumn and spring with a stronger presence
of south-east winds during the afternoon ;
there are many fewer sea breezes in winter. This is further illustrated in the 1500
EST wind roses from Lucas Heights which
are plotted as a function of season in
Figure 3. Other research at Lucas Heights
suggests that the south-east winds have a
vertical structure similar to that of a sea
breeze (see Figure 1). The sea breezes in
summer arrive on average at 1227 EST
with an average depth of 600 metres (2000
feet). In autumn the arrival time is later at
1317 EST which is similar to that of spring
(1255 EST). The depths of the sea
breezes during these seasons are typically
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580 and 560 metres (1900 and 1840 feet)
respectively.
The south-east "sea
breezes" usually have slightly stronger
wind speeds and extend higher above the
ground (620 and 730 metres).
Other research in the Sydney Region has
shown that the sea breeze front crosses
the coast at times which vary seasonally
and with the strength and direction of the
synoptic winds. At the Sydney Observatory (7 km from the coast), the sea
breezes can arrive anytime between 0800
(summer with a north regional wing) and
1600 EST (winter, south wind). The average speed of the sea breeze front at the
coast is 5.4 km and further inland it accelerates with speeds of up to 22 km. Wind
speeds within the sea breeze are frequently observed to be higher than the
speed of the front itself.
In summary, good hang gliding conditions
are associated with strong updraft wind
conditions which are frequently observed
in a coastal region when sea breezes are
present. Sea breezes first form at the
coast and move progressively inland with
changing depths, wind speed and wind
directions. All these factors are important
to hang glider pilots who rely on the intimate interaction of their craft with the air.

--:e::[]
G H Clark
Research Meteorologist
Environmental Science Program
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
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NEW PRODUCT REVIEW
Sjostrom EV Model Variometer
Never before have Australian pilots had
such a wide choice of variometers.
Reviewed here is another 'home grown'
device this time from the desk of Phil
Sjostrom of Melrose in SA.
I cannot claim to be a fully impartial
reviewer as I have known Phil for some
time having taught in his area of the
country for five years. I regard Phil as a
man of great integrity. He has a charming
family, had a good job with Telecom and
dabbled fairly seriously in making varios.
Being a percentage pilot though, I resisted
his offers of a trial of one of his reasonably
successfu I varios and stuck to my 651.
When I heard he had quit his job to make
a new model vario full time I figured Phil
had either gone troppo or had come up
with the goods. To find out, I took one on
trial to Eu ngella, and the Nationals at
Killarney. Not taking any risks though, I
started off with the trusty, Ball as backup
on the upright of the Kiss.
After three rounds the Sjostrom gave me
enough confidence to trust it, and as I
started doing ok with it the black battery
muncher got left behind.
Initial impressions were that it was faster
responding than I had been used to. it
almost reminded me of the Hummingbird I
had used successfully in 1982. The
altimeter appeared more stable, and this
proved to be the case when we lined it up
against several othervarios in the sun next
to the pool while waiting for take off at the
Chalet.
The other major innovation, for me, was an
averager giving the average climb rate for
the past twelve seconds on the meter,
while having the audio unaffected. i
quickly learned to flick onto average every
thermal.
On my first flight I gave the ABS ease a
workout, ploughing in severely in a strong
rotoring sea breeze while trying to sort out
the pitch/roll co-ordination of the new Kiss.
It was pleasing to see the case remained
intact and safely protected the innards.
Phil's speedbar attachment also proved
secure in this test which cost me an upright
and three stitches in my facel
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Getting away from these qualitative
impressions and down to qu antitative facts
here are the specs. As far as possible I
have measured these myself in the lab and
they closely correspond with Phil's
published data. I can see no reason why
the operational specifications should
change in the field though recently, the
opportunities to go to 20,000' in Australia
have been limited.
Dimensions - 168 x 100 x 44 mm (thin)
435g with two batteries (light)
Current drain 6.8 mA quiet 12 rnA full
volume (= one third of my 651)
Altimeter - 0 - 20,000' in 10' increments
(altitude compensated).
Vario - 1000' - + 1500' per minute in one
scale. (also altitude
compensated).
Case - double skinned very flexible ABS
with polycaronate
("scratchproof" ) front panel.
Printed Circuit Board - double sided,
fibreglass (obviously designed
using a CAD programme
because of the neat and compact
layout). The board appears to be
through plated (avoids links and
loose wires) and has = 600 holes
Sound Transducer - (new to me, Phil tells
me it's from a waterproof radio) a
ceramic speaker - Ig.
Looking at the front panel it obviously does
not have lots of bells and whistles but is a
straightforward device using quality
components. Switching on (n you can, the
power switch is latching - to avoid
accidental turn on) is initially a surprise, for
QNH come up on the altimeter and the sink
audio threshold on the meter. This lasts
for 10 seconds and then it reverts to
normal. This state can be repeated by
momentarily pressing a switch on the front
panel. Initially I found the sound a little
irritating, a bit similar to some imports. Phil
has subsequently lengthened the audio
pulse to give a more pleasant sound. The
audio modulation is the best I have heard
with a wide ranging tone. This high degree
of resolution makes thermalling with the
averager on quite straightforward.
Unusually for a hang gliding vario (but
normal for sailplanes) the audio decreases
in tone for increasing sink. This is quite
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logical I guess, but takes a bit of adjusting
to.
Phil coats both the inner and outer case
with a special nickel screening and this
almost eliminates radio interference. any
effect on the vario is very quickly stabilised
though and I had no trouble using it on tow
with the mike clipped on.
Lastly one of the most impressive things
about the Sjostrom is the 2 year warranty
the manufacturer offers. This must be the
best around and coupled with the 14 day
money back guarantee makes this a good
proposition.
I can vouch for the instrument genuine
nature of Phil's guarantee. A well known
Queensland identity had returned the
instrument I used at the comps, and Phil
had refunded his money. When I met this
pilot in Queensland he recognised the
vario. He got straight back on the phone to
Phil wanting to order another new onel
To summarise; the Sjostrom EV is not a
radical new instrument that smells out
thermals 1 km away, tells you which way to
turn, and when to push the bar out, but it is
a sound and dependable device built to the
highest standards. Phil has been working
on designs for 13 years and settled on a
very marketable product.
I am sure his opposition will pressure him
to add total energy and an a.s.L but
personally I like to keep my gear simple
and will stick with the reliability of an
uncompensated vario and a Hall a.s.L. For
me instruments must have accurate
repeatability. Unfortunately that can leave
nothing else to blame when I don't make
goal!
Reviewer - Steve Blenkinsop.

DON'T TAKE CHANCES!!

PRE - FLIGHT YOUR GLIDER
PROPERLY

AUSTRALIAN XlC LEAGUE 1988/89
These are the standings at 9th November 1988.
Geoff Tulloch

OLD

Grant Heany

VIC

Don Rottman

VIC

Chris McDonald

NSW

Scott Tucker

OLD

Chris Charters

SA

Sue Hansen

SA

Jenny Ganderton

NSW

Colin MacRae

VIC

Wayne Lee

OLD

Len Paton

NSW

Gary Davie

OLD

J.sn at Laurieton, Mid North Coast for Nov.

Gerry Gerus

OLD

to Adv.
569692

Alan Beavis

VIC

Ian Rees

VIC

Andrew Humphries

WA

Birgit Svens

SA

Dave Evans

OLD

Michael Cabalzar

OLD

Rohan Holtkamp

VIC

Greg Wilson

NSW

Calan McLeod

OLD

Warren Warrick

OLD

Jennifer Baker
Pete Bolton
Michael Farrell
Fritz Gewerth
Michael Duffy
Dave Knights
Col Millard

SA
SA
NSW
WA
WA
SA
SA

COMP ITION
CALE DAR

LADIES and GENTS FLY-IN. 27 Dec - 3
Contact

Lee Scott om (065)

RAINBOW BEACH Christmas Competition commencing 27th December. $10entrance fee, many prizes. Contact the
Club Secretary Murray Williamson on 071459353 for further details; or send entrance fee to Treasurer Karen Cookman,
17 Carnoustie St., Tewantin, 4565.
89 NEW ZEALAND NATIONALS Paeroa
Range, Rotorua. Competition daysJan 113 1989. More info from Geoff Christophers, Rotorua HGC. Ph. Ngakuru (NZ)
710.
VICTORIAN OPEN '89 28 Dec - 6 Jan.
ContactTony Dennis PH: (060) 561654 for
further details.
CORRYONG CUP 12 - 15 January 1989
Contact Harry Docking on (042) 967796
FLATLANDS 88/89 9 - 16 January 1989.
entry fee $150.
Contact Lee Scott on (065) 569692.
89 NATIONALS - Mt Buffalo area. 23 Jan
- 3 Feb 1989. 130 pilots max. including
Internationals. See article this issue.
Portland Fly-In (VIC) 28 - 30 January.
1989 Contact Jeff Venner on (052) 334541
for further details

67.0 Gc
338
26.1 Gc
132
30.4 Rc
268
30.4 Rc
268
106.5 Dc
343
88.6 Dc
285
76.8 Dc

26.1 Gc
132
26.1 Gc
132
26.1 Gc
132
26.1 Gc
132
52.2 Dc
168
80.2 Dc
258
52.8 Dc

26.1 Gc
132
30.4 Rc
268
26.1 Gc
132
30.3 Gc
95
19.8 Gc
100
32.6 Gc
165
48.5 Dc

30.4 Rc
268
30.4 Rc
268
38.4 Gc
194
20.1 Gc
101
34.7 Dc
104

35.4 Dc
114
23.3 Gc
118
15.6 Dc
50
32.0 Dc
103

984
918
776
757
715
708

24.4 Gc

~7

1M

lW

1~

108.1 Dc
348
30.4 Rc
268
72.0 Dc
232
91.7 Dc
295
17.2 Dc
55
26.1 Gc
132
14.1 Dc
45
110.1 Dc
355
26.1 Gc
132
47.0 Gc
237
61.9 Gc
313
61.9
313
16.1 Dc
52
40.0 Gc
202
17.2 Dc
55
16.1 Dc
52

61.3 Dc
197
23.3 Gc
118
50.0 Dc
161
71.2 Dc
229
30.4 Rc
268
17.2 Dc
55
26.1 Gc
132

40.2 Dc
129
26.1 Gc
132
20.6 Gc
104

10.1 Dc
33
47.5 Dc
153

68

24.5 Dc
79
9.8 Dc
32

14.1 Dc
45
16.1 Dc
52

6~

674
32.0 Dc
103

654
650
524

22.5 Dc
68
34.2 Dc
110
21.0 Dc

18.0 Dc
58
37.4 Dc
120
34.9 Dc
112

449
417
357
355

22.5 Dc
72

328
321
313
313

46.5 Dc
150

33.5 Dc
108

310
202
55
52

It is the best of five flights with a maximum of three in anyone category. The first line is
the distance flown in Km and the second line is the pOints awarded for the flight.
Categories are:

D Open Distance
G Nominated Goal
ROut & Return
T Triangle
c Completed Task
u Uncompleted Task

- 3.22 points
- 5.05 points
- 8.81 points
- 8.72 points

per Km
per Km
per Km
per Km

Flight details should be forwarded within one month of the flight. Send $5 for flight forms
and rules to:Chris McDonald, 22 Crown Street, BELMONT NSW 2280
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A SHORT HISTORY OF THE
by Martyn Yeomans, with thanks to Steve
Moyes and Mark Mitsos.

EVOLUTION

OF HANG

~ilots

who have been flying for less than
five years may occasionally hear or see
re!erences to "4th" or "5th generation"
gliders and wonderwhatsuch expressions
really mean. Briefly the "generations"
referto the major steps in design evolution
which have taken place since the first
genuine commercial hang gliders
appeared about 15-16 years ago.
However, what is it specifically which
indicates that a new "generation" has
emerged; what are the major milestones
and who are the designers and innovators
who have contributed to these "great leaps
forward"? Obviously here are some grey
ar~a,s as to ":-vho" and "when" and differing
opInions eXist as to just who should be
given credit for a particular design
b~eakthrough . In this article, I have simply
tned to cover the topic in a general sense
and I certainly don't claim that this is the
definitive study of what is, after all, a
complex (though short) history of
intertwined events.
1ST GENERATION
1972_1975

("STANDARDS")

As the "2 Bills" - Bennett and Moyes moved away from stunts behind power
boats and hill launching started to grab the
popular imagination, hang gliding as a
sport really took off. "Manufacturers"
sprouted up everywhere with most being
content to copy John Dickenson's
'standard' design, as modified by Moyes
and Bennett. There was no outstanding
model of this era but undoubtedly Moyes
and Bennett standards sold in large
numbers due to the notoriety of the
founders of those two manufacturers
Main features of 1st generation "kites" (a~
they were usually called) were:
Nose angle: 80-90 degrees
Area:
200-230 sq ft
Aspect ratio: about 3-3 .5 to 1
Glide angle: 3: 1
Battens:
often none; but by
1975 most had up to 5 full length PVC
battens per side
Sail: totally flexible, with 'sleeves'
along the leading edge and keel into which
the tubing was tightly fitted.
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GLIDERS
2ND GENERATION ("IMPROVED
STANDARDS") 1976-1978
B~ r:nid-1970's, t~e "craze" aspect of hang
gliding had subSided leaving in its wake a
pretty horrific safety record. This was due
at least in part to the more adventurous
pilots trying to get more performance frcm
machines which were structurally and/or
aerodynamically unsound.
Many
"manufacturers" dropped out of the scene
ab~ut t~is time and those left started to get
a bit senous aboutturning a 'kite' into a real
soaring aeroplane.
Endeavours to
significantly improve performance and
structural integrity resulted in a wide range
of gliders being produced overthe nextfew
years - some very good, some real
~emons. It was a time of great diversity of
Ideas, b?ld ~xperiments and a big leap
forwar? I~ flYing and designing expertise.
There IS little doubt that the introduction of
the floating "Stinger" keel pockets by
Moyes on their Maxi series of glider was
one of those big steps which enabled the
second generation to emerge.

The 'Stinger' pocket allowed a much flatter
sail and combined with a wider nose angle
produced a higher aspect ratio. Many
manufacurers built Maxi copies, whilst
some opted for a "fin" fixed to the
underside of the keel tube to counteract
the yaw tendancies of the flatter sails.
Other feaures typical on second
generation gliders were:- roach tips
deflexers (to give strength to the longe~
leading edges), and 'blown' leading edge
pockets which produced a 'fuller', more
aerodynamic shape immediately behind
the leading edge as the pocket 'inflated'
with air.
An important safety feature to be
developed at this time was dive tips
courtesy Rick Poynter, a New Zealande~
who ran Pacific Kites.
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Typical specifiations were:
Nose angle:
100 degrees
Area:
190-210 sq ft
Aspect ratio:
about 5 to 1
Glide angle:
about 5 : 1
up to 8 full
Battens:
length PVC battens per side.
At the 1977 World Championships a
"SKYHOOK" glider, designed and
produced
by Australia's
'other'
manufacturer at the time, Ultralight Flight
Systems, won the gold medal for Class 2
(flown by Terry Delore, a New Zealander).
This glider had a span of 36 feet, an area
of 215 sq ft and sported triple deflexors
along the leading edge. Similar gliders
appeared all overthe world and were know
as 'floaters' due to their enormous size and
good sink rate. However, all that changed
at the 1979 World Championships when
the 3rd generation made an appearance
and "cleaned up".
3RD
GENERATION
AIRFOIL") 1979-1981

("DEFINED

Advanced 2nd generation gliders had
seen pilots start to go thermalling and
exploring cross country. However a few
major problems were evident. Fi;st, the
sails were still fully flexible, the frames
large and not really strong; therefore
speed ~ange was limited (Le. at the top
end); gliders were prone to tumble and/or
tuck and/or break-up in turbulence· and
glide angle was still pretty ordinary, 'Most
of these problems were solved in one fell
sweep by Gerard Thevenot, owner and
designer of "La Mouette" gliders in
France. He turned up at the 1979 World
Com~ ,with an "Atlas" which had rigid
aluminium battens, much bigger, heavier
(and therefore stiffer) tubing and a smaller
glider. The events were all races which
saw the Atlas zooming around the course
whilst the floaters just, well. ...floated. The
Atlas really was a landmark glider and
became one of the most copied of all time.
It also featured a 30% double surface
behind the leading edge which contributed
significantly to performance. In a short
time most remaining manufacturers came
o~t wit,h Atlas clones, with some making
minor Improvements along the way. For
~xample" Bob Trampeneau of Seedwings
In the US IS believed to have introduced luff

lines, following which some manufacturers
began using a short section of fibreglass
on the trailing section of the 2 or 3 inboard
battens to facilitate a greater reflex in the
tr8.iling edge in a nose-over situation.
Cross country flying (with a high degree of
safety) was suddenly available to all and it
was not long before 100 mile flights
became commonplace.
(Prior to 3rd
generation gliders, the best cross country
was about 50 miles).

Features:
Nose Angle:
120 degrees
Area:
165-185 sq ft
Aspect Ratio:
6:1
Glider Angle:
8.5 to 1
Sail:
reinforcing of trailing
edge and tips; span-wise layout of cloth for
stretch resistance.
5TH GENERATION (90% DOUBLE
SURFACES) 1986-?

Main features:
110-115 degree
Nose Angle:
170-190 sq ft
Area:
5.5 to 1
Aspect Ratio:
Glide Angle:
7: 1
Battens:
Approximately 8 preformed aluminum!
fibreglass battens per side pius one
through nose to king post.
Sail:
Mylar used as
reinforcing in leading edge.
4th
GENERATION
SURFACE") 1981-1985

("DOUBLE

The transition from 3rd to 4th was
relatively quick, with Roy Haggard of UP in
America unveiling the "Comet" in 1981.
This was another landmark glider which
was quickly copied and improved upon by
all and sundry. The Comet had 60%
double surface and this had become
possible because Haggard figured out
how to make a floating cross-bar system
work. The Comet and similar gliders which
followed tended to be over-built; that is,
they were heavy (but ~ strong), went
real fast - due to the double surface, but
could be a bit hard to turnl Third
generation gliders quickly became
adapted as training gliders and persist
successfully to this day as Gyros, Mars
etc .. The early 4th generation gliders were
really for advanced pilots only and cross
country distances started to go out to 150
miles, along with improved glide angles
and top end speed range.

The evolution of the current generation of
high performance gliders has been more
subtle than any of the preceding great
leaps forward. Rather than one single
major initiative, such as rigid battens or
double surface, 5th generation gliders
have come about as a result of numerous
small refinements to 4th generation
models. As has been the case for at least
eight years, most manufacturers seem to
agree on what are the "right" design
features. so there is now very little
difference in approach between the top
10-12 manufacturers in the world .
Features distinguishing 5th generation
gliders

include lighter (yet just as strong) tubing,
exotic cloths such as Surfcote, Mylar
sandwich and Kevlar reinforcing, airfoil
downtubes and kingposts, 90% double
surface, elimination (in most cases) of the
keel pocket, intermediate battens in the
top surface ball tips and variable
geometry. This last item, perhaps more
than any other is what really distinguishes
5th from 4th. A few years ago, high
performance was achieved by building a
really tight flat sail which was great for
going fast in a straight line but made it
harderto take-off, land and turn! Variable
geometry enabled gliders to be built 'soft'
and improved low speed handling.
It appears some German pilots first
attached something called a "muscle-box"
to a Comet in 1981 or 1982. About the
same time, John Coby (a Stanwell Park
resident) attached a similar device - called
a Magic Box to a "Swift" - a Comet clone
built by Brian Fimmell, who for a time
owned Ultra Light Flight Systems.
However, John went one step further than
the Germans by including a (rather
complex) billow compensating system.
Moyes developed the idea one step further
by linking the compensation to the cross
bars. Eventually, gliders were designed
and built SJ:Q1illQ. a VG system, ratherthan
it being an add-on.

i I

1.. P .

Typical features included dive tips, luff
lines, two or three undersurface battens
per side (plus eight or nine each side on
top), with later models introducing
fibreglass tips (first used by Bob
Trampeneau without much success on his
3rd generation glider - the "510"). Other
memorable 4th generation gliders
included the Moyes GT series (not GTR)
which helped Australia win the 1983 World
Championships.

JAN U A R Y
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THE EVOLUTION OF HANG GLIDERSCONTINUED
Wills Wing's "HP" and the first FOIL designed by Mark Mitsos
were among the first of the keel-pocketless gliders which were
clearly "5th generation", incorporating most of the features
mentioned above.
Features of 5th generation:
Nose Angle:
125 - 130 degrees
150-175 sq ft
Area:
Aspect Ratio:
6.5 : 1
Glider Angle;
11 to 1
Battens:
approximately 30 preformed aluminumfibreglass battens including up to ten in the undersurface.
So there you have it. The names and the events which contributed
to the evolution of 'a most wondrous flying machine.

QUEENSLAND
GYRO 2 180 (Nov) Red LIE,
White MIS, WhitelYeliow UlS,
Moyes Apron, Spare A-frame,
Owners manual and batten
profile $1,500 Phone Ian (079)
589706
MOYES POD 12 months old,
Silver - matches any glider
$300. Phone (079)724278
STAR GLIDERS - styrofoam
imported from Taiwan - glides
well, loop etc, tons of fun, $1
each any number of gliders,
Postage 60 cents. Pat Purcell
Box 933 Gladstone.
/

---

/

'

CHUTE - 28 ft. suit single place
trike, Parachutes Australia
Ballistic, never used, mint
condition, $750. Also one
THOMEN
altimeter 20'
increments with clamp. $100.
Phone Ken Hill (075) 396030.
KEA 160 2 years old, Red LIE,
small rainbow UlS, white
mainsail. Top condition,
$1,500. Phone Terry Evans
(075) 396030.
FOIL 160B RACE (Int) 1 year
old excellent condition, very
low hours, $2,800. Phone
(080) 31182124 hrs.

6th GENERA TlON GLIDER?

by
B. (Speedy) Gonsalves

MARKET PLACE IS PROVIDED AS A FREE
SERVICE TO MEMBERS FOR NON
COMERCIAL ADS
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SABRE 177 (Int), fairly good
condition with V/B. Urgent
salel Make an offer. Phone
(07) 2901140 - Gabriel.
Red
GYRO II 180 (Nov)
leading edge, Yellow to White
under sail, White main plus

I

Moyes apron harness, spare
'A' frame tubes, batten profile
and manual. All in excellent
clean condition.
$1,500.
Phone (079) 589706.

VISION 170 (Nov) Low hours.
Black leading edge, light blue
and white underside. Harness
and VG. $2,050. Phone (07)
2034315.

NSW
PROBE II (Int) Late series,
excellent condition. No
flutters, tight sail. No V.B.
beautiful handling. Test fly
at Stanwell any time.
$700.00
P.A. COCOON HARNESS &
HELMET $80.00.
Phone
VVayne(042) 942025
WANTED for big demand 2nd
hand Mission 170's Phone
Moyes (02)3875114
TRIKE, Airborne single,
suspenion, brakes, big tank,
ultra prop, rotax 277, missile
180 wing, custom trailor
converts to box trailor. $5500
Ph. (02) 5253787 Brian Silver.
GT 170 (Int) Red LIE, White
sail, Yellow dart, Factory VB.
Good condition. Phone (043)
682280 AH, (043) 694466 BH.
GT 190 Excellent flyer for
larger pilot. Red White top
surface, Blue under surface.
Good condition. Bargain at
$9000no. Will freight - Phone
(065) 594548 - Lance Porritt.

MOYES, Cocoon Harness
(silver) - suit pilot 5'10· to 6'.
$1500no. Phone Graham Cox
(042) 752747
GTR 162 (Int)
Speed bar, airfoiled kingpost.
Has TE flutter, but who cares at
$550. Phone (049) 613677.

PROBE II 175 (Int). Excellent
condition, low hours, white
mylar UE, red UlS. $800
FOIL 165 (Int). Red UE,
orange & yellow UlS. $900
PA COCOON. Large with
chute $450 (Without chute
$150)
Phone Col Williams (063)
620947 AH (063) 620088 BH

GTR 162 RACER (Int) - Red U
E - light Blue UIS Brand new forced to sell $2,800 ono.
Phone Shane (042) 942545

LlTEK VARIO & ALTIMETER
on mounting bracket $200 ono.
Phone Glenn (02) 9182439 AH

GTR 162 (Int) Blue UE, Yellow
UIS, Mint condition, $2,000
ono.
Phone Chris (042)
942545

GT 170 (Int) Red UE, Yellow
dart, White sail, factory VB.
$800 ono.
Phone (043)
682280.

MISSION 170 (Nov), White
top surface, Red UE, Grey and
yellow UIS, Low hours. One
owner $1,900. will consider
any reasonable offer. Phone
Steve (03) 5612934.

Wanted - PARACHUTE to suit
Blackhawk Pod Harness about $200 to $250. Phone
Ray 634 3143 AH, 600 7535
BH.

GTR 162 RACE (Int). Good
condition, new wires, goes
great. Fluoro Orange UE, Red
and yellow under. $2,4000no.
Phone Greg (066) 280356.
BARGAIN!
GRT 162 (Int)
excellent condition Dark Blue
UE, White main sail, airfoiled
kingpost, speed bar, speed
wires.
Owned by a
conservative pilot. This glider
is priced to sell at only $1,300.
Two Moyes back pack
harnesses. One brand new
and helmet. Make me an offer.
Phone Martin (02) 5436227.
GYRO 160 (Nov).
Green
leading edge. Yellow triangle.
Ladies glider. $1,000 ono.
Quick sale - phone (02)
4271325. Heidi.
Wanted - Sabre 155/GTR 1481
Foil 155 or similar. Phone
Heidi (02) 4271325.
MAGIC BUYERS, all Dacron
165 (Int). Only 40 hrs airtime, 2
yr old glider in as new cond.,
aerofoils, VB, speed bar.
Magic clone built by Enterprise
Wings = light weight, easy
spares. Can freight. A bargain
at only $1400. Ring Alan Tolley
on (042)942940

MOYES GLIDERS FOR SALE!!
When you buy your next new Hang Glider what do
you expect to get?
.;.:

At the Eagle School of Hang Gliding, apart from a
fully test flown & trimmed glider you will be able to
spend the weekend in our lUxury shared bungalow
. accomodation, have all your meals supplied, be
. tl'ansported to suitable sites where we'll get you
into your new machine ~no hassles.
.

~~ are a~e~tsf~~~~;esD;it~GHderS' we carry a

. ..

.large range of spares & do repairs.
next time you need a new glider, give us a call
!()r a competitive quote. Trade-ins available also.

~o

i [ocated in World Championship country on the
Ovens River, halfway between Porepunkah & Bright

Eagle School of Hang Gliding ""\
P.O. Box 170
Porepunkah, 3740
(057) 551724

..

GTR 162 (Int)
Red UE,
Orange and white TIS, White
Excellent condition UlS.
$1,950.
CHUTE - Paralogic. Perfect
condition. Never used - $320.
Phone Mark (042) 295881 BH,
(042) 717454 AH.
GTR World Beater (Int). Only
30 hours, Ultraweave, Kevlar
TIE with Surfcote UE, hot
colours and all options. Must
sell as I need the money. A
bargain at $3,450.
MAGIC IV FULL RACE 166
(Int) Excellent condition, low
hours. Mylar Red UE. Orange
undersurface, White mainsail.
The best bargain of the year at
$1,900. Only 18 months old.
Phone Phil or Barney AH (042)
942218.
I KALAPSKI HARNESS. One
size fits all, trendy flouro
banana shade, your back will
never feel the same again.
Guaranteed to last for 3
months, including time for sea
freight from Switzerland. Null if
used for hang gliding. Contact
Russ, or Rick or Spike .. etc.
(042) 942267.

\..

VICTORIA
LlTEK VE 12 Vario and
Thommen Altimeter in pod for
base bar mounting $300.
Phone Peter (053) 394569.
FOIL 165 (Int) Pink, Yellow &
Blue,
Airfoil
Kingpost,
Speedbar, Leech Line. Very
good condition, no flutters,
handles and flies well.
$1700.00. Ph. Shane Gleeson
(03) 8982262
AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS
ARROW II 532 BUZZARD includes tow bar, 32' PA chute
($1,880) - low hours $9,000
including trailer. (03) 4172130
or (03) 7875243.
MISSION 170 (Nov) 1 year
old. 11 flights and less than 10
hours. Flared kingpost $2,250
- Cocoon harness and
parachute - $350. Phone Albin
(03) 7869954.

JAN U A R Y

GTR 162 (Int), VB, Red and
white sail, flys well, $1,000
ono.
GTR 175 (Int), VB, streamlined
kingpost and uprights, speed
bar, Orange Surfcote UE,
White main sail. GC, flys
perfectly $1,500 (057) 551724.
MISSION 170 (Nov), White
top surface, Orange UE and U/
S. Half hour airtime only - as
new. Also MOYES backpack
cocoon - black with Orange
and yellow trim - suit 5'10" $2,150 for both or sell
separately. Phone Trevor (03)
8950623 BH.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
MAGIC KISS (Int) - 'bold kiss'
colours, flown only 20 times,
1st Eungella, 2nd Killarney $4,000
BALL 651 with dual range and
one foot increments. 2 years
old, looks as new $650 (options worth $100+). Phone
(08) 3845742 or (08) 2728814.
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Guess Whos Winning?
The World Championship GTR of course!
The GTR's have reigned supreme this year
winning many championships world wide.
The GTR's international success is due to many
factors, from design to manufacture.

Moyes Ca lifornia 22021 Covello 51..
California 91303 .
Tel : (818) 887 336 1 Fax (818) 702 06 12

The quality aspect is unsurpassed, using
sophisticated aircraft quality tubing, together with a
depth of experience and knowledge of hang gliding
that no other manufacturer of gliders can match.
Don't get stuck behind with the rest, join the leaders.

The World Championship GHder.

Moyes Delta Gliders PIL. , 173 Bronte Rd.
Waverley 2024 N.S.w. Australia.
Tel: (02) 387 5114 Fax: (02) 3874472

